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Nan Ge was a little dazed, obviously not back to her senses, and shook her head,
“I feel like something’s happened too, I’m even tougher than you are with that one,
the agent, the assistant, and the phone calls from friends in the circle.”

“I thought you guys did something, I’m going to go wash my face and make

dinner.” Lin Hao thought something had happened to the two of them, since it was
something in the circle, it wasn’t a big deal, he turned around and took his
daughter back.

Chen’s side rushed to call his friends, Nan Ge’s side was still a bit confused, so
many calls and he didn’t know who to talk to first.

After half a day’s thought, she decided to call her assistant, Flora, because there
was definitely something big going on, and if she talked to her manager, she
would probably be scolded first.

When she found out the circumstances from Sul’er, Nan Ge was dumbfounded,
how could the sky really collapse after waking up?

She knew that the concert last night would cause a bit of a stir, but she didn’t
expect the stir to be so big, and what she didn’t expect was that the backlash,
which had been going on for so long, was suddenly resolved in a flash.

With Qingya screwed, the heat on her side was all whooshing down and the
impact of the incident was diminishing, too much like a cold-turkey, then pull
someone in to block the gun operation.

Although there were quite a few of these similar conspiracy theories, Nan Ge was
sure that she had done nothing, her company even less, and without her
authorisation, their company didn’t have the guts to pull off such a big job, and
crucially, didn’t have that kind of power either.



“Fuck me, I know, it must have been Sister Jubilee who knew and she did it.” Nan
Ge, who came back to her senses, sighed in relief and picked up her phone to open
her scarf. Nan Ge, who opened her scarf, didn’t think about it that much and
directly opened the live stream, she wanted to explain the matter.

Nowadays, Nan Ge’s fan base, coupled with the heat of today’s incident, even
though Qing Ya is now on top of the hot search, once she started her broadcast,
tens of thousands of fans and visitors poured in like crazy.

It didn’t take long for hundreds of thousands of viewers to flood in, and this figure
was still skyrocketing like crazy.

“Holy shit, who is this pig?”

“Uh …… who is this crazy lady? Why does it look like she just came back from

a refugee camp?”

“Is Da Gezi crazy? This look on the air?”

The live broadcast room was instantly flooded with similar pop-ups. Dagoko, on
the other hand, was a term of endearment for Nan Ge from her fans.

Nan Ge froze, took a closer look, and ah shrieked in shock, “Ma yea, I, I …… I

go.”

Nan Ge was also dumbfounded, she was not just veiled ah, she was crazy.

Nan Ge scratched her hair frantically, but did not react the first time she should go
to close the live broadcast, Nan Ge scratched her hair frantically: “Sleep daze,
completely sleep daze, oooh, finished ah, my image for so many years, not by
today’s hot search, by my own.”

The audience that poured in was first confused, then when they heard Nan Ge’s
words, both fans and audience all burst out laughing.

“Pfft hahahaha, Da Gezi is crazy, identification complete! Dye Wu Xi Yi loves to

close Lu Lu?”



“Obviously the big song is so pathetic, but why do I want to laugh so much, haha,
the key how to look a little cute?”

“What to do, pure passerby a, and cute, vegan also so can fight the goddess, love
ah, powder powder.”

“Although I don’t know what the hell is the hot search today, is it true or not, but
now I want to say, what the hell is it true or not, I just like Nan Ge what’s up!”

“Big Songzi, don’t worry, we’ll support you if you really can’t make it anymore.”

Seeing these gloating pop-ups, Nan Ge’s face turned green: “Do you guys not love
me anymore? If you don’t love me, please don’t hurt me, okay?”

Nan Ge realized that she had to turn off the live stream first, but by the time she
realized that she had to turn off the live stream, it was already too late, and with
millions of viewers online, there was no point in turning off the live stream now.

Nan Ge sort of completely gave up on herself and broke the pot, pouting, “Forget
it, do whatever you like, I don’t have much of an image anyway, no more TV or

movies, that’s it.”
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As a result, Nan Ge’s self-indulgent look is frostily cute, especially? The first

thing you need to do is to get rid of it. The helplessness after the freak out is rather
more popular because it makes people feel that this is the real Nan Ge ah.

“Forget it, that’s it, I started the broadcast just to explain, the reason why I’m just

now coming out, as you can see, last night because with director Chen, Lin Hao
and their chat about the new variety show gave a chat all night, just woke up, what
happened today I only now know, the company did not get my authorization, they
simply do not have the power to respond to this unexpected situation, not the
company does not act. Rather, I …… woohoo, but I overslept ah!”



The crowd was going crazy with laughter watching Nan Ge’s helpless and frantic
look, the live stream was all drawing a sudden change, obviously something so
pathetic, but it just made people want to laugh.

The reason for this is that, in the end, it’s not about the fact that Nan Ge has quit
her job, it’s about the fact that she has gone back on her word. Her fans would
love to see her not quit.

As for the matter of bringing friends into the circle to make bad money, it’s not
really a big deal, not to mention the fact that the melon is not necessarily ripe.

“Can you guys stop laughing, I’m almost crying, okay.” Nan Ge saw the pop-ups
in the live stream were even more good and funny.

However at this time a banner suddenly appeared, instantly petrifying Nan Ge:
“Haha deserved!

“Haha deserved! What’s wrong with laughing at you, I told you not to answer the
phone, you didn’t even answer the phone after I called all day!”

Because the one who posted this banner was none other than her company’s
certification number, and apart from the fact that she could control this number, it
was her manager, Sister Lan, who basically took care of it, which meant that her
own manager was laughing at herself along with her fans.

Seeing her manager come along for the ride and laugh unmercifully, the live
stream audience was laughing like crazy, directly reaching its peak.

It wasn’t even a clarifying live stream anymore, it was like a funny live stream.

Nan Ge cried and laughed, and quickly said, “They bullied me, and you bullied
me too, Sister Lan, humph, you all bullied me, I won’t play with you anymore!”

“I’m opening the broadcast to clarify two things, firstly, I made it clear that my
main occupation from now on is singing, because of my hobby, I will not
participate in any of the shows except for the ones my friend Lin Hao gets.”



“Secondly, those who say that I brought my friends into the circle to make money,
I feel ridiculous, are they considered to be in the circle? I don’t know if it’s money

or not, but I just want to say that if they want to enter the circle to make money, I
have to stand aside, and their resources won’t be worse than mine. After all is said
and done, humph, each one of them bullies me, I leave, don’t even know how to

coax me, don’t want me to start the show in the future.” Nan Ge huffed and turned
off the live stream, but was still indignant: “What the hell is going on! I only had
to take a nap, and all the fans who used to coax me are now bullying me!”

After Nan Ge turned off the live broadcast, her manager acted quickly, issuing an
announcement and a lawyer’s letter to those who had spread the rumours.

It was also teased that Nan Ge would be participating in another variety show.

After receiving confirmation from Lin Hao, director Chen even released the
accurate news: the new variety show will be a lifestyle variety show, the tentative
resident MCs are Lin Hao, Shen Xiyan and Nan Ge, the other resident MCs are to
be decided, the guests are to be decided …… In addition, the special statement, all
the resident MCs and guests have no appearance fees, and other financial expenses
of the variety show The first thing you need to do is to pay for it out of your own
pocket. The actual fact is that if the show is really profitable, they will not be able
to share the money, the money will all be donated to the Tianhai Charity
Foundation.

When this announcement came out, many people were dumbfounded, and when
combined with Nan Ge’s previous clarification of the opening of the show, not
only were people in the circle dumbfounded, but even the audience was equally
dumbfounded.

The bottom of the announcement was even more hilarious.

“Pfft, Nan Ge isn’t kidding, he’s really playing the show himself, even if he’s
playing it out of his own pocket, he can’t even share the money he makes, he’s
donating it directly to the Tianhai Charity Foundation, which is the most famous
foundation.”
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“Look at the ones that said before that people enter the ring cha rotten money, I
want to laugh now!”

“I’m more curious, is a variety show like this watchable? Out of their own pockets,
surely they can’t invite any stars ah, that circle of favors we all know how it is.”

“Shut up upstairs, not to mention Lin Hao’s family, even if it’s for Da Gezi we
support it! If we can’t afford to invite a star to fly, we, the fans of Da Gezi, can
crowd-fund it! Anyway, if the variety show makes money, it’s as if we’ve
participated in doing charity.”

The matter was implemented quite quickly, and as Director Chen released the
news not long after, more detailed information came out one after another.

That Linn had been messing around for a long time and followed suit by joining
the resident, with Chen as the director and the name confirmed [Life Experience

Officer].

The proposed guests are vegetarians and celebrities, but of course, these are the
ones who asked to come over on their own, and many are friends of Nan Ge, who
have also put themselves forward to come as guests when their schedules are
suitable.

What’s more, people in the circle are smart people, and this big event has already
made them understand that there are bigwigs behind this thing, and they want to
run over even if it’s just to make a connection.

As for that variety show not variety show, it’s only that much money, they can
instead be generous enough not to pay.

Previously, fans and even director Chen were worried about the problem of guests,
he even wanted to mobilize his own connections and pull some of his circle friends
to come as guests to support the door, but it simply did not occur to him that things

were completely beyond his expectations.



The problem is not that there are no more guests, but that there are too many
guests to arrange, and the key is that it is easy to offend people.

This variety show hasn’t even started yet it’s already completely on fire.

When Jun Wu Regrets and Mo Tianji knew the news, they almost didn’t get angry
enough, Lin Hao really came back ah, but it turned out that he deliberately didn’t
tell them.

They even called one by one to ask to go and play together too.

Lin Hao told them to be quiet, it would be bad if things got too big, and that only
Mo Tianji and Jun Wu Ren would come over, so the others should not come and
join in the fun.

But then Lin Hao realised that it was no use, even though Chen knew that Lin Hao

had great power, but he couldn’t afford the power of capital.

They still came together to join in the fun.

Lin Hao himself didn’t expect that he would be looking for something to do, to
have some fun, and to help Nan Ge, so that she could stick to her passion and
continue to sing, but he had created a huge variety show.

Lin Hao had a headache at the moment, covering his head in his room, and there
was a lot of noise outside.

“Dad, Yun Qingya and Xiao Yuan, they want to go too!”

“Lin Hao, my friends and they all want to go.” Ao Dog also howled at the hilarity,
not even Ling Yun was left behind.

“No, brother Lin Hao, my friends they really want to go, although it’s still fine,
they just find it old fun.” Lin En is also anxious ah, he has been an MC, this little
power still has, right?



The key is that the actual guests for the first episode and the location of the shoot
have not even been decided yet, but the internet is already ablaze, and the buzz is
simply exploding, without any publicity from the team related to the show, but the
effect is even more horrible than their deliberate publicity.

“Get out, get out! I don’t care about these things, you all go to director Chen, this
matter is Chen’s conduit, it has nothing to do with me!” Lin Hao was so angry that
he cursed to, unaware that he had gotten him into a lot of trouble after that one

sentence.

But Chen Guiding is completely for Lin Hao to bear the battle fire, Chen Guiding
almost did not directly collapse, it turns out that too much fire, is also a big
problem ah.

Those people in his circle now haven’t even settled down yet, and now they’re

starting to arch fire here.

Although things are burnt out, but now the heat is so big, originally director Chen
was giving up his life to play with Lin Hao just to ride on a favor, after all, relying
only on Nan Ge alone, I’m afraid it’s hard to last long.

But now the situation is completely different, Director Chen sees an opportunity,
maybe this time not just to get a favour, he will also make a name for himself, so
Director Chen is working like a chicken.
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Various filming jobs and assignments, as well as location choices, have been put
on the agenda and the only? Wooi Sai Sai Ai Sai Foo Lu? The headache is still

the issue of guests.

Compared to the feverishness on this side, Qingya’s side is …… Qingya now

really knows what it means to have the walls fall down.

Once friends have set aside clear relations, afraid to be implicated by her, the
so-called friends, to now, all hate to backtrack to set aside relations.



As for those who supported her, who cares about her now that they are all in

trouble with themselves?

In the past few days, she’s been overwhelmed by the heat of the new variety show,
but her situation still hasn’t rebounded in the slightest.

She even went to quite a few people and contributed herself for an unknown
number of times, only to be dumped when she ran out, no one really wanted to
help her at all, only to eat while she could, and even to be cheated out of a lot of
money, only to meet all those who took the money and didn’t do anything.

Now the fish circle, as long as there are people with brains, almost all know that

Qingya is finished, no one can save her, she has offended the wrong people.

Although some of her resources are still there, she is already considering a change.
There is no negative news about Qingya, but she has been dismissed from her

contract, which reveals that something is wrong everywhere, so no one dares to
start her easily.

Although it is not explicitly stated, everyone understands that Qingya is finished,
even her manager has slipped away.

Her assistant was the only one still around, and looking at Qingya’s current
appearance, cloaked and exhausted, the situation was many times worse than Nan
Ge’s messy hair and veiled face at the time of the broadcast.

“Did you find out? Who the hell is doing this? Tell me who I’ve offended! That
bitch Nan Ge has no one behind her at all, she doesn’t have any capital behind her
except the company she signed up with, and now she’s even been released from

her contract, there’s no way she’s behind this!” As soon as the assistant returned,
Qing Ya pounced over like a madman, grabbing the assistant’s arm as if she had

grabbed a lifeline and questioned her excitedly.

The assistant shook her head with a bitter smile: “I don’t know, there’s no way to
find out what’s going on. But, again, there’s no way to find out, so now we can

only guess.”



“There is no trace or movement on Lin En’s side, so there is only speculation, it
should be that Lin Hao has a background from above, otherwise the first thing to
be pulled is the hot search related to Lin Hao, immediately after that we were
interviewed, but Nan Ge’s hot search was not pulled and left unattended.”

“What! He, isn’t he just an ordinary guy with a bit of money? At most, he knows
Lin En, a gigolo! How is this possible.” Qing Ya was frantic, the others were
investigating Lin Hao, and she had focused even more on him.

Because at first everyone thought that it was Lin Hao’s doing, but no matter how
they investigated, Lin Hao’s profile was ordinary, they couldn’t see any problems
at all, there were just some detailed information that were a bit different and
couldn’t be found out.

“We don’t know about that, we can’t find out anything else about this person at all,
but there is another possibility, that we have made too much of a fuss against Nan
Ge this time, so that the top can’t see it?” The assistant frowned: “It could also be
that the person behind you is not clean and the top wants to move them, so they’re
just taking advantage of the opportunity to have a fit.”

“No way! Under other circumstances, I might think that’s the case, but this time
I’m 100% sure that these people are targeting me! Those people behind it are also
most likely to be brought out in one piece by my involvement.” Although Qingya
seemed to be in a frenzy, her head was still incredibly clear.

This time it was a case of pulling out the carrot and bringing out the mud, and
those people behind her were just being dragged along by her.

The assistant shut up now, if word got out, neither of them would survive.
Although the people behind her knew clearly that it was because of Qingya’s
involvement, but if it really got out, those behind her could get them killed.
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“You go out first.” Qingya spoke coldly.

“Sister Qingya, don’t think out of your mind, although this time we have been
banned and other brands have also terminated their contracts, but we have saved
up a lot of money these years ago, we still have a chance, don’t panic.” The
assistant was afraid that Qingya would do something irrational, like committing
suicide or something!

Qing Ya had saved up a lot of money over the years, there was still a chance, not
to mention that the attitude from above wasn’t very obvious to block her, it was
just a brand termination and several local stations boycotting the block.

They still have a chance, what’s more, they don’t have it now? The girl’s name is

not on the list. have broken negative news about her, they still have a chance to
wait and see what the attitude is from above.

“I know, get out!” Qing Ya’s voice was a few more degrees colder.

But the more this happens, the more that assistant feels that something is not quite
right, but Qingya’s attitude is firm, she has no choice but to go out, but just
outside the door, not daring to leave too far, afraid that Qingya can’t think or
something.

How many bad things had she done for Qingya over the years? If something really
happened to Qingya and she could no longer be saved, then she would not be able
to escape just the same.

“Little sweetie, come to mommy.” Qing Ya walked to the northwest corner of the
room with a crazed look on her face and squatted down, staring straight at the
hideous and terrifying looking child.

“Mummy.” The ghost child jumped into Qingya’s arms, and Qingya immediately
shivered, forcing her heart to hold back the fear, but her body still couldn’t stop
shaking, it was cold, and the Yin Qi kept invading her.



“Little girl, can you help mama kill all of mama’s enemies, all of them? I want

you to help mummy kill them all!” Qingya’s face became even more hideous and
gruesome, and her eyes glittered with madness.

“Little boy can help mama, but mama has to stay with little boy forever to do so.”

“Forever together!” Qingya’s body trembled violently once again.

How much courage she had mustered to stay with this ghostly thing, to share a
room, to dare to do such a thing.

To stay with this ghost for the rest of her life, it was unimaginable how horrible it

would be!

But hatred can blind one’s eyes and completely make one lose one’s mind!

So Kiyoa decided to throw her weight around!

She wanted all these people who had harmed her to die!

“Okay, mummy promises you, we will always be together, mummy will always
love you, you just have to help mummy kill them!” Qingya was mad, completely
unconcerned!

Guided by the ghost child, Qingya fed the ghost child with her own blood, and
even swallowed the ghost child’s black blood.

Roar!

The Ghost Child let out a low, beast-like roar, and a raging Yin Qi converged on
the Ghost Child, dropping the temperature of the entire room to a terrifying level.

Qing Ya was shivering and shivering on the floor, it was too cold!

When the ghost child’s Yin energy reached its extreme, it walked towards the door
and opened it with a click, turning into a sky of black air and quickly floating
away.



The assistant outside the door ah shrieked, just now it seemed like an instant like

falling into a cave of ice, she even hazily saw a black shadow flashing past in front

of her eyes.

“Are you alright, Sister Qingya?” The assistant saw the door to the room open,
but not Qingya, and the raging cold breath pouring out of her room.

She rushed in and saw Qingya lying on the floor shivering and hurriedly helped
her up, “Sister Qingya what’s wrong with you? What’s happened?”

The temperature of the room made both of them shiver uncontrollably.

“No, it’s alright, after tonight, they won’t be able to stop me anymore.” Qingya’s
teeth were chattering, and her body was shaking like chaff.

The assistant was alarmed, “Sister Qingya, you, you wouldn’t let Little Boy go,
would you?”

“Didn’t you hear what the mage said! Once you do, there’s no way for you to get
rid of it anymore, not even for the mage!”

“What are you afraid of! It’s me it’s haunting, not you! Besides, as long as it can
help me out of trouble, what does it matter if it’s a human or a ghost!” Qingya had
been driven mad and had completely lost her mind.
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From a glittering diva, she had turned into a street rat, a cake that everyone
spurned, and even a cake that everyone wanted to come up and have a bite of, only
to throw it away like a piece of crap.

How could she bear such a huge difference!

Seeing Qingya like this, the assistant already understood that Qingya had gone
mad, and even if she hadn’t, she had lost her mind, so she had to think of her own
way out.



On Lin Hao’s side, he was still discussing the proposed guests for the first episode
of the show, and he had already quit his job at the school.

But this thing is a real headache, choose anyone is not good, it seems too popular
is also trouble ah.

In the end, Lin Hao directly shot, four MCs and Chen director, as well as Lin Ruo
Shi, have the power to choose candidates, vegetarians occupy a third, and six
people to choose, the total number of people shall not exceed ten, that is to say,
their maximum reception, a period of no more than ten guests.

And because the first issue, nothing was ready, so each person could only choose
one guest, that is six guests.

This was much easier to sort out, Lin En called on one of his friends, Lin Ruoshi
called on Yun Qingya, Shen Xiyan brought Ling Yun, Lin Hao, Nan Ge and
Director Chen each chose stars from the circle.

Apart from the one Lin Hao chose, almost all the others were friends they knew.

While everyone was discussing the event, Lin Hao and Chen Haobei suddenly
stood up, their eyes alertly staring in the direction of the entrance to the Lin family
compound.

Whoosh!

Ao Dog scurried over from the backyard and stood beside Lin Hao, the three of
them staring at the courtyard gate with a stony expression, Ao Dog twitched, “Not
a good person coming!”

“What’s wrong Lin Hao?”

The crowd looked at Lin Hao and the others in bewilderment, wondering why the
three suddenly looked as if they were on the brink of an enemy?

“Xiyan, all of you retreat to the house, no matter what you hear, don’t open the
door, got it?” Lin Hao turned back with unparalleled seriousness.



“Dad, don’t scare me?What’s going on?” Lin Ruoshi obviously felt a little scared,
what had happened to make them so serious?

Lin En even knew how powerful the three Lin Hao’s methods were, being so
serious, something must have happened: “Don’t be afraid little shi, listen to your
father.”

The temperature around them plummeted, all of them couldn’t help but shiver,
Ling Yun’s face changed drastically, she was once a strong person too, she
instantly understood the seriousness of the problem: “Quick, all go inside, hurry
up!”

Now there was no longer any objection from anyone, although they didn’t know
what was happening, things were certainly not simple.

“Let’s go, let’s go and meet him.” Lin Hao rushed out in the first place, and the
moment Lin Ruoshi closed the door, she even shouted worriedly, “Dad be
careful!”

When they reached the door, all three of them drew in a cold breath. Ao Dog had
opened his eyes to Chen Hao Bei, so he could likewise see the ghostly child
shrouded in blackness.

“Boy, what the hell is this?” Chen Haobei was really frightened, this child was so
scary looking that it made people’s skin tingle.

The netherworld around it was so substantial that the temperature around it was
going to freeze, and a burst of ice was falling.

“Kill you all, kill you all, kill you all for mummy so that mummy can be with
Little Boy forever!” Little Boy glowed red, his expression so hideous that it was a
few shades more terrifying than the monster’s, and the same words kept coming
out of his mouth.

“Is this a grievous spirit? Or something, I’ve never come across anything like it.”
Ao Dog had seen many of these things, but this time he was so frightened by this
ghostly child that his legs wobbled.



Lin Hao did not say anything, stared at the little thing’s for a long time, suddenly
found its brow with a bizarre rune, ? The first time I saw it, I was able to see it. At
once, he came to a clear understanding, “It’s the tiger’s prevalent Raising Little
Samuel, this little thing has gone completely berserk!”

“Damn, this is a problem, as the saying goes, the king of hell is good to see, the
little kid is hard to deal with. We’re in big trouble, who the hell is driving this
thing to get us in trouble?” The corners of Ao Dog’s mouth twitched, the other
party’s aura was not something he could handle, this thing, the Underworld Road
Guide couldn’t even send it away.
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“There’s something wrong with you.” Lin Hao cried and laughed, “That’s not
what the proverb says.”

Ao Dog shrugged his shoulders, saying that he could not know? What it said was

that it was not good to offend the people below the office, but it was not true that
this little kid was difficult to deal with.

“Forget it, I’ll try it out!” Ao Dog gritted his teeth, not caring so much, took out
the road guide and opened it, shouting, “The underworld is in order, the Yellow
Springs can be crossed! Collect it for me!”

The passage glowed with a green light, and a huge bright red tongue poked out,
like a blood-red red carpet, and rolled towards the brat!

As soon as the tongue was thrown out, an angry voice came from the green light:
“Holy shit! You’re fucking with me ……”

The tongue, which was halfway out, rolled back, but it was still too slow and was

pulled by the little thing, which pulled it hard and with a poof, the tongue was
pulled off.



“Ow howl howl …… mother’s!” The big tongue shrank back with a miserable
scream, even the green light disappeared, and the road lure returned to its original
form and crashed to the ground with a snap.

Poof!

Ao Dog shuddered and spurted out a mouthful of blood.

And that thing on the opposite side, directly shoved that half of its tongue into its
mouth, chewing it with a large mouthful, making that sound that made the scalp
tingle.

Lin Hao opened his mouth, unable to utter a single word for half a day.

Chen Haobei, on the other hand, was a bit more direct, cursing, “Such a vegetable?
It’s too lame down there, isn’t it?”

Ao Dog wiped the blood from the corner of his mouth, “Bullshit, this thing was
only supposed to send general stuff, this damn thing even sent down, I guess they
can throw you back, hand it over to you guys, slipped slipped slipped.”

Ao Dog was wounded in a single shot, and he couldn’t even open the road guide,
so he knew that staying behind would be a drag, so he hurriedly slipped away.

Lin Hao’s right hand started to deduce quickly, after the deduction Lin Hao’s brow
locked up, how did he deduce a strange woman?

This was strange, he deduced a bit and found that he didn’t know this woman, but
this little thing was clearly meant to deal with them.

The little thing swallowed half of its tongue slowly and methodically, and the Yin
Qi around it surged again, and all of a sudden the Yin wind howled around them,
and the sounds of ghosts and wolves cried out.

“Pretending to be a ghost!” Chen Haobei shouted angrily, his aura surging wildly,
emitting a compelling cold aura.



“Chop!”

Chen Haobei coalesced a sharp sharp edge and ruthlessly chopped at Little Boy.

Clang!

The little thing dared to take Chen Haobei’s blow with its bare hands, and then
there was a roar and a great display of light, as the little thing’s surrounding Yin
Qi abruptly shattered a lot, and it was likewise viciously shaken to burst back a
few meters.

“How can this be!” Although Chen Haobei stood in place without moving a bit,
but the tiger’s mouth was tingling, this small thing was not hurt a bit, but was only
knocked back a few? The actual fact is that the actual people are not only the most
effective, but also the most effective.

Lin Hao frowned up, he actually saw it, this sword of Chen Haobei, did not even
leave a mark on its body.

“Roar! ~Kill you all, kill you all!” The little thing wasn’t hurt, but was enraged
by the blow, roaring hoarsely as it charged towards Chen Haobei and the others
once more like a monster.

“I don’t believe it! Sword come!” Chen Haobei was equally upset in his heart,
when had a sixth-grade Illusionary Spirit Master attacked so weakly?

A sword light surrounded his body, and the sword light even illuminated the entire
Lin family compound, “Give me a chop!”

A sharp and unparalleled sword light shot towards the little kid, one after another,
one after the other!

Dang dang dang!

Each sword light caused the little creature to retreat a few meters, and as the dense
clashing sounds continued to strike, the ghost’s Yin Qi was continuously dispersed
and its breath began to weaken as it retreated further and further.



But through the thing’s angry hissing, it was enough to find that it was still
uninjured, only that the hit hurt it and it became even more furious.

……

“What’s going on outside? Why are you spitting blood, Uncle Ao Dog?” Ao Inu
went back, the others came up to help Ao Inu, while anxiously asking about the
situation outside, only Ling Yun didn’t get together, just by listening to the
commotion outside, he already knew that there was a vicious battle going on

outside.

Chapter 2848

The others didn’t know, ah, they all panicked, the ghosts outside were crying as if
they were fighting some monster, and the sword light that Chen Haobei had
induced, they could faintly see the blinding light outside with the door closed.

Especially Chen, in decades, when had he ever encountered such a bizarre
situation? What kind of people were they?

Ao Dog wiped the blood from the corner of his mouth and shook his head, “I’m
fine, your Uncle Xiao Bei and your father can take care of this.”

“What the hell is going on out there?” Lin En was so anxious that he was sweating
profusely, his eyes staring deadly outside, but unfortunately the doors were closed
and the windows had the curtains down, so he could only hear the roar and ghostly
cries outside, as well as the flashing light and violent booms.

Ao Dog didn’t say anything and Shen Xiyan took Ao Dog’s hand, “Ao Dog tell
me, what exactly are they fighting against outside?”

Ao Dog huffed and shook his head with a bitter smile, “Don’t ask, and don’t ever
go out, lest the worldview you’ve clung to for so many years shatter to pieces.
Really, it’s all for your own good.”



This time everyone shut up, listening to the commotion outside, and combined
with Ao Dog’s words, everyone instantly felt bad about the whole thing, the less
Ao Dog said, the more outrageous the thoughts in their heads became!

Especially Director Chen, his face changed so much that he almost didn’t shout
that word out straight away.

At the same time, Director Chen was even more shocked, who the hell were Lin
Hao and the others? What kind of people are Lin Hao and the others? Can they

even deal with that thing?

By now the battle outside had reached a white-hot state, Chen Hao Bei’s aura was
nearly depleted, but the other side was no better, their Yin Qi had been mostly
dispersed and they were already starting to get hurt, with visible wounds on their
bodies.

“No, brother Lin Hao, you are trying to tire me out, isn’t it your specialty to deal
with this thing now?” Chen Haobei almost didn’t vomit blood as he watched Lin
Hao lean against the door panel with his arms clasped over his chest watching the
show.

Do you want to be like this, so obvious to rest here and watch the show is it?

“No, I’m just trying to figure out what to do, you said I didn’t offend her, why
would she mess with me to death? The point is I don’t even know her!” Lin Hao
shook his head, what a strange thing to do.

Chen Haobei cursed: “I damn …… you should be thinking about how to fix this

thing right now, not thinking about these things, okay?”

“Is that so?Why do I feel like it’s still more important to figure out why things are

happening, besides, what’s so hard about this thing to deal with?” Lin Hao raised
his eyebrows.

His words infuriated Chen Haobei half to death, and he directly dropped the ball
and quit: “Mud, talking so easily, you do it, you do him!”



After saying that, Chen Haobei took several steps back, his aura quickly
converging off his sword intent, completely putting on a ‘you do it, you do it’
look.

“Kill all of you! Kill them all!” The little ghost hissed, his expression all the more
hideous because of the scars on his body.

“Ruined, completely berserk, and I don’t know if I can still transcend.” Lin Hao
shook his head and took out the Heaven Shaking Hammer, violently flinging it
out.

When the Heaven Shaking Hammer came out, the wind and clouds thundered.

As if sensing the terror of this thing, the little thing squealed in fear and twisted its
head to run.

“Still want to run! Give me the chop!” Lin Hao shouted, and with the power of
thunder, all of a sudden there was a thunderclap on the flat ground, and several
blinding silver lightning thunderbolts descended from the sky, blasting violently
around the little ghost.

“Roar~!” The little ghost was struck by the thunder and rolled on the ground
screaming in agony, evil things are most afraid of thunder!

Several thunderbolts struck down and the little ghost was seriously injured again,
and because of this pause, the Heaven-Shaking Hammer struck the ghost
violently.

Lin Hao withdrew the Heaven-shaking Hammer, if he hadn’t withdrawn his
momentum at the last moment, this? Dyeing Wu Lu Yi Lu Zero Yi Lu? The little

devil head would have gone up in smoke on the spot.

Lin Hao looked indifferently at the little thing lying on the ground twitching:
“Little ghost, come here.”

The little ghost had already dispersed its Yin Qi, and its face was not so hideous,
instead it looked quite normal, but the marks from the lightning strikes and the



sword marks from Chen Haobei’s previous strikes were still there, still somewhat
terrifying.
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The little kid looked at Lin Hao, his eyes showing fear and trembling as he backed
away, instead of coming closer, he tried to run away, obviously afraid of Lin Hao.

Chen Haobei’s face was dark: what the hell is wrong with you? You didn’t do

anything to take care of this thing with your own hands, and you just consumed
him alone.

“Come here, or I’ll hammer you to death! If you behave yourself, I’ll send you
into reincarnation, to where you belong.” Lin Hao’s voice suddenly raised a few
decibels, his aura was so natural that it scared the kid enough.

“I, I won’t go there, you’re bad, you bully my mother.” The little ghost regained
its senses, but it still felt that Lin Hao was the bad guy and didn’t dare to come
near, although it still remembered what Qingya had said, that it would kill Lin Hao
and the others, but now it simply didn’t have the ability or dare.

“I bullied your mother?Who told you that? Your mother said that?What was her

name?”

“It was my mother who said that, my mother’s name is Qingya, my mother said
that you all deserve to die, that you are bullying my mother, and that if I help my
mother kill you, my mother will be with me forever.” The little ghost stood up and
glared aggressively at Lin Hao, only without the added Yin Qi, it was a bit milky
and fierce instead.

The corners of Lin Hao’s mouth twitched, you’re a tiger brat, it’s your mother my
ass, but this kind of little thing, it doesn’t know anything at all, otherwise how
could it be easily manipulated by the host who signed the contract?



Since the other party’s answer was the same as Lin Hao had deduced, there was no
need to care.

“Be a man or a woman, bear it yourself, be rich and poor, at your own beck and
call! Transcend in haste, go!” Lin Hao opened the passage, and regardless of
whether the little thing was willing or not, he directly threw it into the passage and

sent him off to reincarnation.

Such a little fellow knew nothing when it died, knew nothing, was not allowed to
be reincarnated after death, and had to be manipulated to do bad things, sending it
to reincarnation was the final result.

After finishing packing up, Lin Hao clapped his hands and turned around to see
Chen Haobei’s expression of wanting to eat him, Lin Hao raised his eyebrows,
“What for? I’ve recruited you, huh?”

“You are really …… really fucking.” Chen Haobei pointed at Lin Hao, half a day
unable to say a complete sentence, and finally huffed and turned his head and left.

When the two Lin Hao came back and saw that nothing had happened to Lin Hao
and that the matter outside had been resolved, everyone was relieved.

“Brother Lin Hao, can I stay here for the night tonight? I, I don’t quite dare to go
back.” Lin En looked at Lin Hao awkwardly.

“It’s not like there’s a ghost outside you’re not scared, but you? Jai er yi xi jai yi?
Stay overnight if you want, we have plenty of empty rooms here anyway.” Lin
Hao shrugged, then raised an eyebrow at Lin En, “But I think it’s better for you to
go home, after all, I’m more attracted to those things, you live here, I think you’re
more likely to run into them.”

“Holy shit, bye!” Lin En was so scared that he pulled his legs out and ran, he
didn’t doubt Lin Hao’s words at all.

“So, that Mr. Lin, ah, what you said isn’t true, is it?” Director Chen was also
scared enough, if he hadn’t been able to remain calm, he probably would have run
to rub the car and run away with Lin En.



Just now, just listening to the commotion outside, all of it made him ruined.

“Look at you guys, I’m just teasing him, don’t think too much, there’s no such
thing in the world, don’t scare yourselves.” Lin Hao said, greeting Lin Ruoshi and
Shen Xiyan to rest.

But if Lin Hao didn’t say it, it was fine, once he said it, Chen was even more
scared, “Damn, how do you know what we are thinking about?

You don’t have any convincing power! Qing Ya waited left and right, but never
waited for Little Boy until it was dawn, but still didn’t see Little Boy come back.

Although she was still mad, she felt much better, and she did not notice that the
gloomy aura that had lingered between her eyebrows had dissipated.

The mark between her eyebrows had also disappeared. Raising these things was
supposed to be harmful to heaven and earth; after all, the stolen fortune did not
belong to her in the first place, and sooner or later she had to give it back in other
ways.

Now that Little Boy had been drained of his Yin Qi by Lin Hao and sent into
reincarnation, the bond between the two had naturally dissipated.

Chapter 2850

The family of Qing Ya, including the people behind her, were all taken away
overnight without a word.

The implications are staggering, but up to now, not a single piece of information
has leaked out to the outside world.

It was dawn, but Qingya was not the least bit sleepy, pacing back and forth in the
hotel room, her face grim and grim.

“What’s going on? Why isn’t Little Boy back yet? Why? Lu dyed zero er closed

yi serving steak? What!”



Her assistant had heard the news in advance last night and had long since run away,
so where was she to be concerned?

The assistant had already seen yesterday that Qingya had gone completely crazy,
how completely crazy, knowing that there might be someone behind people, and
still screwing them so carelessly, wasn’t this looking for death?

However, the assistant didn’t get away with it, and was caught by the authorities
on the way and invited to tea. Although no news has come out yet, there is no
trace of any collaboration or programme related to Qing Ya overnight.

Even her advertisements and posters were cleaned up overnight, both in reality and
on the internet.

Those who initially wanted to share Nan Ge’s cake with Qingya were now
completely scared silly, and some of those who even thought they were related and
connected to it were already preparing to run away.

Some of the more level-headed and less serious ones have gone to confess, and
those who should pay up should be dealt with.

Qing Ya alone became a king bomb, blowing up half the circle.

Qing Ya herself, however, was still in a state of confusion at this point, still
waiting for news from Little Boy.

Click!

The door to Qing Ya’s room was opened and Qing Ya jerked her head up, a flash
of surprise in her tired eyes as she thought Little Boy had returned, only to find a
man in black standing in the doorway shrouded in black Qi.

Qing Ya was so frightened that she backed away, “You, who are you? Are you a

human or a ghost?”

“Heh.” Tian Lao Biao sneered, “I am not a ghost, nor am I human. You ignorant
mortals.”



“Who the hell are you?” Qingya was very scared, not a human or a ghost, that
would be a monster!

But with this virtue, no one would think he was a normal person, no matter who
saw him.

“You are not qualified to know who I am, you still don’t know yourself when you

are dead, I am here to save you!” Tian Lao Biao stared coldly at Qing Ya, his eyes
full of contempt, and even doubted very much that such a person could really help
his lord to accomplish great things?

“Nonsense, get lost! I don’t know you, and I don’t need you to save me.” Qing Ya
was a little panicked in her heart, had her business been discovered?

“The brats you raised have already been destroyed, otherwise you think it would
take so long for brats to kill just two or three people? You’re already dead, you
can call and ask someone you know, you’ll know.” Tian Lao Biao spoke coldly.

Qing Ya shook her head repeatedly, it was impossible, Little Boy had never
missed how could he have missed?

But the other party opened his mouth and said what he had raised, and indeed she
did seem to be unable to sense the presence of the brat.

Strange, didn’t they say that if the kid was destroyed, she would also be
devastated?

In fact, the little boy wasn’t exterminated, but beaten to dissipate the grievance
and yin energy and thrown into the reincarnation, no different from being

overtaken.

Although Qingya was hesitant, she would rather believe it than not. She first
called her assistant, but the phone was switched off, and then called her manager,
but there was no answer.

This time Qing Ya had already panicked a bit, and called one by one, one by one,
everyone related to her, and without exception, all of them were out of touch.



“How can this be! If something happened to them all because of me, why am I

okay? Why is this ……” Qingya was really panicking and took her phone out

again and went online to check her news, only to find that the slightest trace of her
connection had been erased cleanly.

How could this be possible!

Who had so much energy to destroy all her years of hard work in one move and
one hit overnight!
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